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About This Game

Flat path - relaxing puzzle game in a minimal style. It combines two game modes, one of which will help you relieve tension and
another will awaken your mind

Features

2 game modes

100 unique levels

2 color schemes(classic, night mode)

Full support only mouse or keyboard
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for 94p this game is pretty cool, yes it has no multi, yes the graphics are meh and yes there is no voice acting...but its still got a
pretty decent story (or stories) and its fun watching stuff die as u grind teh xp.
8/10 would bang ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). I liked the winter setting and the overall presentation. The story i liked because it was somewhat
realistic, not involving fantasy creatures or magic.
Gameplay wise it was not bad, but the game is short and mostly too easy. It lacks complexity on everything that makes a good
game in this genre, except the story, which i found somewhat difficult to follow.. Early days but still very enjoyable with lots of
monthly improvements. The roadmap shows where the game is going and I believe this is going to be better than FML in the not
too distant future.
Best change IMO this year was the removal of the cheats and their loop holes.. gifted it to a friend, played it, now he hates me

friendship killer\/10. In all honesty, I didn't know what to expect from this game, beyond "build a ship and do stuff with it." 4
hours later, I'm fine-tuning a death machine that's been rampaging one sector after another, assimilating ship parts like some
kind of serial-killing Borg.

The ship design alone makes this game worth it. Newtonian physics and 100% customizability mean you get exactly what you
want, with whatever parts you have on hand. Fun time-killer, definitely worth checking out. :D. I just had to try it.
In short: doesn't do anything that Tabletop Simulator doesn't aready do and anything it does and anything it does it does worse.
It also feels more sluggish, the control scheme isn't good and it feels awkward to do basic things like grabbing multiple tokens
from a single bag.

Steam integration, an online profile and playing on browser just pasting a link to your friends is indeed a nice feature.

I'd play both TTS and this if this was free2play and had to pay for DLC to play forever.

But has SUBSCRIPTION! The devs are clearly out of their mind if they plan to charge monthly for something that another
software already does better charging only once. Not to mention that if you want to create anything you have a very limited
storage, a limited number of saved setups, a limited number of creations and if you want to have more space you have to pay
more.

Just stay away from this, TTS is just better in every single way. Just hoping things don't go as planned and the Tabletopia devs
change their minds about their business model, only then this might be a viable choice. For now this is just unthinkable.
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Looney Rally is the sort of game that breaks hearts among gamers. A game that has SUCH potential, combined with fatal flaws
that developers have no interest in discussing or defending, much less fixing.

First off, I can\u2019t believe that the developers of Looney Rally are gamers, because no gamer would ever present the (non-
rebindable) controller setup that this game offers. It\u2019s bad enough to use a controller joystick as accelerator, but to also
use that very same stick as means to change camera angles (by clicking) is beyond useless\u2026it\u2019s game context
dangerous. In a game with no challenge it\u2019s possible that the stick would never receive that tiny bit of extra pressure that
suddenly changes the view you had, to\u2026.whatever new and unfamiliar sight is next in sequence after your ACTUAL
camera choice. This is not that game, and every tiny bit of extra pressure means losing the current race seconds into it. As such,
this becomes the first driving game I\u2019ve played (out of many dozens, AAA and indie) where the controller availability
must be ignored in preference to the less desirable and effective keyboard.

An additional problem with Looney Rally is that the normally used camera view isn\u2019t practical. Many, if not most players
use the view from behind the vehicle, but in this game that view blocks the road from view. As such, first-person POV may not
be first choice, but becomes first by necessity.

Looney Rally\u2019s first two vehicles on the first two tracks lack enough power to climb the steeper (but normal) hills on those
tracks. And on the second track, if either of the first two vehicles leave the track and get stuck in the snow (which is VERY
common) frequently the only means to free them is to end that race, as a loss. Unforgivable that a normal event on a challenging
track causes a reset of the entire race, repeatedly.

Perhaps worst of all, these issues presented above were posted to Looney Rally discussions on May 1 (seven days ago) and were
entirely ignored. If a developer has ZERO interest, love or passion for their game\u2026.why should I? Why should anyone, at
any price?
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/799270\/discussions\/0\/1696045708664963987\/

Thank you.

As with most Steam games, offline play of Looney Rally is not tracked.. Best zombie game. Logic gathering, nice music.. Really
short game with some bugs.
Like you stopped the death start! you're so cool.
Next page you didn't stop the death star! Should you surrender or fight to the death?
It's odd like that.
The decision are really simple and or not decision. do you want close up or range attack lets see my range is 5(the Best) and
meale is 2(bad) sooooo close up it is! oh no i'am dead. How did i not see this coming!
weaker story, ending is well it kinda just ends, no resolution.
writing is average
Alt tab for the night so it really took me like a 1.30 hrs
sadly no desire to replay.. boring and a .. demo.. for free.. not woth the HDD space thou... This is an excellent collaboration
application. I'm working with my son who is in New Zealand and I'm in Colorado but here get to hang out on a beach and do all
of our white boarding and planning. Outstanding. We get to save the white board session for use and reference either in Think
Space or outside of it. Excellent utility. Highly recommend it. Would like to see the Start Meeting and Join Meeting integrated
in VR app but easy enough to use for now. Keep up the good work!. Terrible and weak interpretation of the arcade classic Wind
Jammers.. i dont like it
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